We, a growth stage mobile safety company, are looking for highly motivated students to join our growing group of interns for 4 to 6 months at our headquarters overlooking New York City.

Why: If you like to drive the revolution in the intelligent digital mesh and love to work with other interns in a multinational team put together by JLU Alumni Sascha Simon at the footsteps to the most diverse city in the world, you should apply.

When: Earliest starting by April/May 2019 (flexible in time)

Where: Hoboken, NJ, USA

Areas of Interest: IT product management, project management, key account management and business analytics

Compensation: $2500/month ($2250 after tax) plus $750 travel stipend

Visa: We recommend to use German American Chamber of Commerce (GACC), but are open to work with other organizations

Housing: While we assist, it is the interns responsibility to organize her/his housing

About us: We are building the world's most advanced safety companion for drivers and individuals based on advanced machine learning and AI and currently have customers on three continents. We are currently building a worldwide deployment of our technology with major German companies and are looking to enlarge our team. We are a group of enthusiastic techies and geeks who love to build society changing technology and in the process make the world just a little bit better. Our backgrounds are diverse from Aerospace, Automotive, Marketing and IT. More Information at sfara.com and youtube.com.

Requirements:
- Business proficient in spoken and written English and German
- Proficiency in the usual business software (PowerPoint, Excel, email & web clients, etc.)
- Need to be able to work interdisciplinary
- Basic database and web analytics knowledge is a plus
- Excitement about AI

Contact: Please send your application document (cover letter, resume, course assessment) to internship@sfara.com.